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A Hopfield network is an auto-associative, distributive model of neu-
ral memory storage and retrieval. A form of error-correcting code,
the Hopfield network can learn a set of patterns as stable points of
the network dynamic, and retrieve them from noisy inputs – thus
Hopfield networks are their own decoders. Unlike in coding theory,
where the information rate of a good code (in the Shannon sense) is
finite but the cost of decoding does not play a role in the rate, the
information rate of Hopfield networks trained with state-of-the-art
learning algorithms is of the order log(n)/n, a quantity that tends
to zero asymptotically with n, the number of neurons in the net-
work. For specially constructed networks, the best information rate
currently achieved is of order 1/
√
n. In this work, we design simple
binary Hopfield networks that have asymptotically vanishing error
rates at an information rate of 1/log(n). These networks can be
added as the decoders of any neural code with noisy neurons. As
an example, we apply our network to a binary neural decoder of the
grid cell code to attain information rate 1/log(n).
Hopfield networks | error-correcting codes | information theory | exponential
capacity | grid cells | redundant number system
Introduction
In the brain, information is represented by the activity ofneurons. In sensory areas, the responses of neurons vary
across trials even as the stimulus is held fixed [1]. In higher-
level, non-sensory areas, and generally across the cortex, the
activity of neurons is well-modeled by a stochastic point pro-
cess [1]. To perform accurate estimation and memory func-
tions with such variable responses, the cortex must contain
mechanisms for error control and noise correction.
From an information-theoretic perspective, the brain is
faced with the task of noisy channel coding: to transmit
information through an unreliable channel. In the classical
framework, this is done by an encoder and decoder, which
themselves are noise-free. A good code is one that guarantees
asymptotically vanishing decoding error and has finite infor-
mation rate (ratio of mutual information between the code
and its noisy version, divided by the total number of bits used
for encoding) [2]. The first proposed example of a “Shannon-
good” code in the brain is the grid cell code of the mam-
malian cortex, which represents the two-dimensional spatial
location of the animal with a set of periodic spatial responses
of different periods [3]. This code was recently shown to be
an error-correcting code with theoretically finite asymptotic
information rate and exponentially vanishing error [4]. The
discrete version of the grid cell code is also known as the re-
dundant residue number system [5, 6, 7]. There are efficient
algorithms for decoding the discrete grid cell code under small
perturbations [8, 9].
However, in the brain, both the encoders and decoders are
made up of noisy neurons. Thus noise is present at all stages,
and it is therefore interesting to consider the combined neural
cost of information storage, including not only the noisy chan-
nel but also the noise in the encoder and decoder, and to ask
whether finite-rate information representation with vanishing
error is possible when n, the number of neurons, is the neural
resource. In this sense, if one could find deterministic neural
decoders for the grid cell code, for example, one has to ensure
that the decoders themselves are robust to noise.
The grid cell code has been analyzed as a system with sep-
arate encoder (the grid cells) and decoder (a network hypoth-
esized to be in the hippocampus). Alternatively, a neural net-
work can act as both the encoder and decoder, in which case
we have an auto-associative memory. A classic example is
the Hopfield network [10], defined as a weighted, binary la-
belled graph on n nodes with a dynamical rule for updating
the state of each node. The labels of this graph form a discrete
dynamical system on the state space {0, 1}n of all possible fir-
ing patterns of the nodes. In the encoding phase (also known
as the storage phase), the edge weights between neurons are
tuned to map a collection of inputs X to desired set of firing
patterns Y , which are fixed points of this dynamical system.
In the decoding phase (also known as retrieval), a noisy firing
pattern yˆ is mapped to a fixed point y of the dynamic.
A typical Hopfield network does not have good informa-
tion rate. A Hopfield network with independent standard
normals weights can achieve a finite asymptotic information
rate [11, 12], but it suffers from a constant probability of er-
ror in decoding. On the other hand, those trained to store
randomly chosen codewords (firing patterns) have informa-
tion rates that scale as log(n)/n, as verified numerically and
analytically [13, 14, 15].
Many works focused on constructing special Hopfield net-
works with specific codewords as fixed points that could sub-
stantially improve the combination of error correction and in-
formation rate [16, 17, 18, 19]. In such approaches, the best
demonstrated information rate for a guarantee of asymptot-
ically zero error is slightly below 1/
√
n, and is attained by
a Hopfield network whose stable states are all cliques of size
∼ √n/2 in a graph of ∼ √n nodes. A shortcoming, however,
is the lack of an encoder that maps a small set of inputs into
the special fixed points (clique states) of the network, a fea-
ture that would allow this network to store messages other
than cliques. With encoding capability, the information rate
of the clique storage network drops to 2 log(n)/n [19].
In this work, we design a simple binary Hopfield network
with 1/log(n) information rate, and asymptotically zero de-
coding error probability when each neuron fails to transmit
the correct bit with some fixed constant probability < 0.5.
Our contributions are two-fold: first, this is the first binary
Hopfield network with such capacity. Second, our network can
be added to any neural decoder to nullify the effect of noisy
neurons, for a small price in information rate. As an exam-
ple, we construct a noise-robust neural decoder for the discrete
grid cell code with information rate of 1/ log(n). Although col-
lectively our encoder-decoder grid code has information rate
slightly below log(n)/
√
n, to the best of our knowledge, nei-
ther rates have been previously achieved.
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Background
A binary neural network is a weighted, directed labelled graph
on n nodes (neurons). At time t, each neuron has a state of
either 1 (firing), or 0 (not firing). The state of the network
at time t is thus a binary vector xt ∈ {0, 1}n. This evolves
as follows: asynchronously and in consecutive order starting
with i = 1,
xt+1i =
 1 if fi(x
t) > θi,
0 otherwise.
[1]
where fi : Rn → R is the neural transfer function, or ac-
tivation function, and θi ∈ R the synaptic activation of
neuron i. In this work, we shall only consider linear func-
tions fi(x
t) =
∑
j wijx
t
j , or quadratic functions fi(x
t) =∑
j,k wijkx
t
jx
t
k +
∑
j wijx
t
j . These give rise to linear and
quadratic neural networks, respectively.
The Hopfield network. A binary Hopfield network is a linear
neural network with cycles. Fixed points of (1) are called sta-
ble states. Hopfield showed that in each iteration, the network
Hamiltonian does not increase. Thus, after a finite (and usu-
ally small) number of updates, each initial state x converges
to its attractor x∗, also called stable point or memory of the
network.
Error rate, information rate and good error-correcting codes.
One can view the Hopfield networks as error-corecting codes.
The set of attractors, X∗ ⊆ {0, 1}n, are the codewords. Given
a perturbed state x = x∗ + ξ mod 2, where x∗ is an attractor
state and ξ is a binary noise vector with iid entries that are
non-zero with probability p, the network dynamics (1) decode
x by mapping it to some attractor state x̂. If x̂ = x∗, the
decoding is correct; otherwise, there has been an error. The
error rate is the expected fraction of decoding errors. The
information rate of the network is the ratio of the number
of information bits divided by total bits (which equals n, the
number of neurons in the binary Hopfield network). An en-
coding step would involve mapping a discrete set of variables
indexed by q = 1, 2, · · · , Q, to the attractor states. A good
error-correcting code, in Shannon’s sense [2], is one in which
the error rate is goes asymptotically to zero and the informa-
tion rate goes asymptotically to a finite quantity (as n→∞).
The discrete grid cell code. The grid cell code for animal
location is a description of the spatially periodic firing pat-
terns observed in neurons of the entorhinal cortex of mam-
mals [3]. The tuning curve of a grid cell, as a function of
animal location along the flat floor of any explored enclosure,
is multiply-peaked with peaks at every vertex of a (virtual)
equilateral triangular lattice that tiles the ground. Groups
of cells, called one network or one population, have identical
tuning up to all possible spatial phase shifts, and thus encode
2D animal location as a 2D phase modulo the periodic lattice.
Distinct populations have different spatial periods. There are
estimated to be N ≈ 5− 10 distinct populations, with periods
λ1 < λ2 < · · ·λN in the range of [0.3, 3] meters. For simplicity,
we will reduce the problem to one spatial dimension, consid-
ering space to be a 1D variable and the grid cell responses
to be periodic in space. In the discrete version of the grid
code, assume that the grid periods λi are co-prime integers,
and the location variable x is also integer-valued. The dis-
crete grid code corresponds to the redundant number system
[5, 8, 9]. Concretely, let 1 ≤ K ≤ N and define R = ∏Ni=1 λi,
R` =
∏K
i=1 λi. Define φ : ZR → NN by
φ(x) = (x mod λ1, . . . , x mod λN ). [2]
The set {φ(x) : x ∈ [0, R` − 1]} are the codewords of the
discrete grid code.
Hopfield networks with information rate 1/ log(n)
Our Hopfield network consists of n/m(n) disconnected sub-
networks of neurons. Each sub-network of m(n) neurons can
robustly store one bit of information. Collectively, they can
robustly represent n/m(n) bits, that is, they can store 2n/m(n)
patterns. We shall choose m(n) = O(−1 log(n)), where  is
the probability of error in each neuron. We now describe the
possible designs for the sub-network, and prove their noise
robustness.
The voter model. In this case, all of the m(n) neurons are
pairwise connected with equal weights of 1, forming a clique.
Assuming m(n) is even, set the threshold θi =
m(n)
2
for all
i = 1, . . . ,m(n). Suppose the network is initialized at state
x0. The update dynamic (1) is by simple majority: x1i = 1 if
more than half of the remaining nodes are 1, otherwise it is
0. After each update of individual neurons, the majority state
continues to be in the majority. Thus, the Hopfield dynamic
converges after one pass to either the all-1 or all-0 vector.
The bistable switch model. Assumingm(n) is even, split
each sub-network into two pools, where neurons of the same
pool excite each other (weight 1), while neurons of different
pools inhibit each other (weight −1), Figure 1; set thresholds
θi = 0. Again at each time step, x
1
i = 1 if more neurons in
its pool are firing than neurons in the other pool, and x1i = 0
if the converse is true. By the same argument, the network
converges after one step to one of the two stable states: either
all neurons in pool 1 are 1 and the others are 0, or vice versa.
A B
Fig. 1. A. A cluster of the switch network. Two pools of
m(n)/2 neurons, separated by the dashed line, inhibit each
other (edges terminating in solid circles). Neurons within
a pool excite each other. B. The voter and bistable switch
models correspond to two ways of building a switch: a sin-
gle self-excitatory pool with high-threshold neurons (voter
model, top), or two self-excitatory pools with mutual inhi-
bition and zero threshold (bistable switch model, bottom).
Theorem 0.1. Starting from a fixed point x of the Hopfield
network, suppose that each neuron independently switches its
state with probability  < 1/2. For m(n) ≥ log(n)
2(1/2−)2 , both
the voter and bistable switch networks recovers x after one dy-
namic update with probability tending to 1. That is, they have
information rate ∼ 1/ log(n) and asymptotically zero error.
Proof. Let Y be the number of neurons which switched state
in the first cluster. Then Y ∼ Binomial(m(n), ). By Hoeffd-
ing’s inequality, the probability of this cluster switching to the
wrong state is bounded by
P(Y > m(n)
2
) ≤ exp(−2m(n)(1/2− )2) = n−1.
Thus, the probability that no cluster will switch to the wrong
state is at least
(1− n−1)n/ log(n) → 1 as n→∞.
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A neural grid cell decoder
Recall the discrete grid cell code defined by (2). Let φ′(x) be
the noisy version of φ(x), where each coordinate is indepen-
dently perturbed with probability :
φ′i(x) =
{
φi(x) w.p. 1− 
Uniform[0, λi − 1] w.p. .
Theorem 0.2. For a fixed constant c ∈ (0, 1), suppose
λ1 ∼ Nc, λN . N1+c. Assume K/N → ρ ∈ (0, 1) as N →∞.
Suppose  ≤ (1−ρ)c
(1+c)2
. There exist
• a binary neural network with quadratic threshold functions
on O(N log(N)) neurons, and
• a binary neural network with linear threshold functions on
O(N2+2c log(N)) neurons,
which are grid cell decoders with asymptotically zero error.
In our setup, the number of neurons used for encoding
is ∼ exp((2 + c) log(N)). The number of codewords is &
exp(ρcN log(N)). Thus, although our decoder has informa-
tion rate ∼ 1
log(N)
by itself, that of the combined encoder-
decoder system is ∼ log(n)n− 1+c2+c . As c → 0 this rate tends
to log(n)/
√
n, comparable to the best previously known rate
in the Hopfield clique code [18]. In contrast, the analogue
grid code with λi ∼ O(1) has finite information rate Sreeni-
vasan11. It would be very interesting to discover the analogue
of our decoding theorem for this case.
In the chosen regime of , [8] gave an exact decoding algo-
rithm for finding x from φ′(x), see Algorithm 1. Our neural
networks implement this algorithm for decoding. One step
of the algorithm requires the computation of the norm and
inner product of vectors in R2. These vectors are expressed
as weighted linear combinations of entries of φ′(x). Thus,
the network necessarily has second-order interactions. This
can be achieved by either introducing (
∑N
i=1 λi)
2 ∼ N2+2c
more variables, one for each interaction term φ′i(x)φ
′
j(x), or as-
sume that the threshold function in each neuron is quadratic.
For simplicity of presentation, we shall construct the network
with quadratic threshold function. The linear threshold net-
work has essentially the same structure, with an additional
O(N2+2c) neurons to represent the interaction terms.
Algorithm 1: Unique-Decode [8]
Data: φ′(x), λ1, . . . , λN , R,E
Result: x
Define E =
∏N
i=N−e+1 λi ;
begin
Chinese Remainder: compute x′, the integer where
φ′(x) = φ(x′) ;
Integer Program: compute (y, z), the pair of
integers which satisfy:
0 ≤ y ≤ E, 0 ≤ yx′ − zR ≤ R/E. ;
return z/y
end
Proof of the grid cell decoder. Assuming that all neurons in-
volved behave deterministically, we shall construct a binary
neural network with quadratic threshold functions on O(N)
that satisfies the theorem. Then, one can replace each deter-
ministic neuron with a voter/bistable cluster of O(−1 log(N))
identical neurons. By Theorem 0.2, the network achieves
the same asymptotic decoding error as the deterministic net-
work. Thus, the total number of neurons required is of order
O(N log(N)). We now describe how each step of the Unique-
Decode algorithm of [8] can be implemented by simple feed-
forward neural networks.
By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, x′ is the smallest in-
teger such that
x′ ≡
N∑
i=1
φ′i(x)wi mod R,
where wi is
R
λi
times its inverse in the cyclic group ZR. Define
u =
∑N
i=1 φ
′
i(x)wi. One may compute x
′ by a neural network
in Figure 2. We can think of the i-th grid network as one
neuron with λi possible states. The ’hidden’ layer consists of
m neurons bi, which compute the binary representation of the
integer bu/Rc. Explicitly, the neurons bi are updated in the
order bm, bm−1, . . ., where
bi =
{
1 if u−R∑j>i bj2j < R2i
0 else.
Finally, x′ = u− bu/RcR, which can then be used as input
weights for other neurons. Since u is at most NR2, we choose
m = log2(NR
2) < 3n. Thus, the first step of Algorithm 1 can
be implemented by a neural network of size at most 3n.
∑
i φˆi(x)wi −
∑
j bj2
j
...
...
φˆ0(x)
φˆ1(x)
φˆN (x)
b0
2 0b1
2 1
b2 22
bm
2
m
w
0
w
1
wN
Fig. 2. A binary neural network with linear activation
function that stores b∑Ni=1 φ′i(x)wi/Rc in binary. A neuron
requiring x′ as input (depicted in red) can recover x′ as the
sum
∑N
i=1 φ
′
i(x)wi−R
∑
j bj2
j . With a general real input, the
same network can be used to find the nearest integer to
it. Our network consists of blocks of these network, since
the main operation involves finding nearest integer to real
inputs.
The second step of Algorithm 1 is an integer feasibility pro-
gram: given a polytope P , decide if P contains an integer
point. While such problems are NP-Hard in general, for a
given x′, this is a specific integer program in two variables.
Furthermore, the constraint polytope P is a parallelogram,
whose sides are given by {y = 1}, {y = E}, {yx′ − zR = 0},
and {yx′−zR = R/E}. The Lenstra algorithm [20] translates
to this case as follows. First, let T be the 2 × 2 matrix with
column vectors T1 = (2E, 0)
> and T2 = ( 2Ex
′
R
, 2
E−1 )
>. Define
c = (−1, E+1
E−1 )
> in R2. These vectors are chosen such that
TP − c is the unit square in R2. Second, find the shortest
vector basis of the lattice formed by integer linear combina-
tions of T1 and T2. This can be done by Algorithm 2. Third,
find the point p in the lattice spanned by {b1,b2} closest to
c. Finally, (y, z) = T−1(p+ c).
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Algorithm 2: galbraith2012mathematics
Data: A lattice basis T1, T2 ∈ R2
Result: Shortest vector basis b1,b2, with ‖b1‖ ≥ ‖b2‖
Initialize T2 = b1, T1 = b2. ;
Define p(b2,b1) =
b1·b2
‖b1‖2 . ;
begin
while p(b2,b1) >
1
2
do
(b1,b2)←− (b2,−b1) ;
b2 ←− b2 − bp(b2,b1)eb1 ;
end
return b1,b2
end
. ]Shortest vector basis [21, §17].
Consider Algorithm 2. Here bxe represents the integer near-
est to x for x ∈ R. A network like the one depicted in Figure
2, with input weights that sum up to p(b2,b1), carries out a
binary search to find the largest integer below p(b2,b1). Thus,
such network can find bp(b2,b1)e and output the updated val-
ues of b1 and b2. By the same analysis as the previous step,
this network requires O(N) neurons.
The third step of the Lenstra algorithm is equivalent to
finding the two integers closest to the projection of c along
b1 onto b2, and that along b2 onto b1. The network used
in the previous step can solve this problem, again with O(N)
neurons. In the last step, (y, z) = T−1(p+ c) is a linear com-
putation. Again, a binary search produces the integer nearest
to y/z, which in this case is y/z itself, by the correctness of
the Algorithm 1 [8].
Our neural network implementation of Algorithm 1 outputs
the integer x ∈ [0, R`], which represents the absolute location
of the mammal in space. Then for each i = 1, . . . N , one com-
putes φi(x) = x mod λi using the network of Figure 2. This
completes the decoder for the error-correcting code.
Discussion
A portion of the complexity of our grid cell decoder is hidden
in the computation time: a number of steps in our grid cell
decoder involve recursive computations in which neuron states
are updated sequentially. It would be interesting to know of
more distributed computation designs, which trade off time
for space complexity.
The analogue grid code may be closer to the remainder re-
dundancy method for encoding integers under noisy Chinese
Remainder. In this case, the integers λi’s have a large gcd
M , and thus the effective amount of information for each i
is λi/M . This system can represent integers uniquely in the
range lcm(λ1, . . . , λN )/M
N−1. Provably correct decoding al-
gorithms exist when each coordinate φi(x) has a non-zero but
small, finite phase shift [9, 22]. Like the discrete case, the fun-
damental steps in decoding algorithms for the analogue grid
code are to find solutions to the shortest vector basis and clos-
est vector basis problems. Thus, their neural implementations
would be very similar to our proposed neural network. Con-
structing in detail appropriate neural network algorithms for
decoding the analogue grid code is part of our ongoing work
on this problem.
Summary
We designed simple binary Hopfield networks with an infor-
mation rate that scales as 1/ log(n), improving upon the pre-
viously known achievable scaling of 1/
√
n from existing works.
Our network can be added to any existing deterministic neu-
ral network to improve its noise stability. We also constructed
a binary neural decoder with quadratic activation functions
for the grid cell code, with information rate 1/ log(n). Our
network is guaranteed to perform exact decoding under small
independent phase shifts in the grid code. This is a step to-
ward efficient decoding of the analogue grid cell code in one
and two dimensions with a small number of neurons.
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